
MSML 605 - Lecture 9 

Version Control - Contd.



Remote branches
■ Create and switch to a new branch 

■ Now add a new file and commit it 

■ Push this new branch to the remote repository



Remote Master
■ Add a file and commit on master remotely (Github) 

■ Switch to the master branch 

■ Pull the master repository 



Log tree
■ Check the log tree



Rebase the master and branch
■ Check out the branch 

■ Rebase / merge with the master 

■ Look at the log graph again



Merge master and branch
■ Check out master 

■ Merge with the branch 

■ Push the changes to the remote repository and 
delete 

■ Delete locally too



Rebase again
■ Add a new function to a file 

■ Stage and commit it



Forks
■ Go to TopDeepLearning Projects Github page 

■ Try to edit a file



Forks
■ Try to edit a file



Forks



Pull Request
■ Changes you send to the repository owner to 

incorporate in their repository



Create Pull Request



Create Pull Request



Make a local copy
■ You can also create a fork from the GUI itself 

■ Make a local copy by: git clone <repository url> 

■ Check log:   git log



Fork - Changes
■ To make changes to forked repository 

■ Create a branch : git checkout -b add-comments 

■ Create a new comments file, comments.md 

■ git add comments.md 

■ git commit -m “Add a new comments file”



Fork - Changes
■ Add a new branch on the remote respository  

git push -u origin add-comments 

■ You can make a pull request using the link 



Pull Request



Code Review
■ Checking someone else’ code  
 
https://smartbear.com/learn/code-review/what-is-code-review/  
 
https://help.github.com/en/github/collaborating-with-issues-and-pull-requests/about-pull-request-reviews 
 
https://medium.com/osedea/the-perfect-code-review-process-845e6ba5c31  

https://smartbear.com/learn/code-review/what-is-code-review/
https://help.github.com/en/github/collaborating-with-issues-and-pull-requests/about-pull-request-reviews
https://medium.com/osedea/the-perfect-code-review-process-845e6ba5c31


Tracking Issues
■  



Tracking Issues

■ As a part of the commit message you can close an 
issue by using:  
Closes: #1 (issue number) 

■ When the code is merged to the main tree, Github 
will automatically close the issue.



Tracking Issues
■ Assign the issue  

■ Update documentation with the commit message 
including Closes #1 (issue number)


